
 

Agilent Vee Pro 9.3 Keygen [VERIFIED]

i have always used windows software, including the agilent labview software that ran on their vee. i
found it challenging and interesting to learn and it also allowed me to learn how to program a bit.
when a vendor like agilent decided to charge for a product they had been giving away for free, i

understood that they had got to a point where they needed to make money. i was not happy that
they did so by undercutting me in price on their product. i was not happy that they were offering to

sell me a product that i was already familiar with and could develop for free. i could not afford to pay
them to use their software and i certainly could not afford to buy their software at the inflated prices

they were charging. so i gave up. vee was a product i never heard of. i had seen their veepro
hardware and knew that it was quite good and could even be used to control an old agilent piece of
equipment that i owned, an oscilloscope, i think. but i had never heard of their software. i looked for

a manual to learn about it. i got good at using it and i got good at writing my own veepro code. i
liked the whole project very much. i liked the program, i liked the hardware, i liked the whole agilent

business. this was the beginning of my software development career. i had enough veepro
experience to do other work for agilent. i was comfortable with the concept of the software product,
but not the actual software. i was interested in learning more about programming and to do that i

read some books. then i learned that i needed to learn to program in c and java.
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i also asked many people in the field with instrumentation business what they used and the answer
was always the same. they used the instruments front panels for data logging and nothing else. if a
user needs to do more than 1 measurement then they always use the front panel. for my part i have
used the agilent utility for years. it is always been there for me. not sure what you mean when you
say that people use their instrument front panel for data logging and nothing else. the last time i
used any kind of data acquisition software that worked without hiccups on hp meters was house
written code in dos. we wasted a lot of money and time on packaged software and hardware; all

ended up collect dust. we have had some decent luck with some of the yokogawa stuff (they actually
manufacture some of the agilent hand held meters btw). i asked many people in the field with
instrumentation business what they used and the answer was always the same. they used the
instruments front panels for data logging and nothing else. if a user needs to do more than 1

measurement then they always use the front panel. for my part i have used the agilent utility for
years. it is always been there for me. not sure what you mean when you say that people use their

instrument front panel for data logging and nothing else. keithley/tektronix did the same thing
removing their kickstart 1.9.8 utility provides good range of basic functions of unlimited data
logging. i requested them to provide the app to me but not surprisingly they ignored me. i did
eventually find a copy of that online. (not easy) i also did ask keysight to provide me a copy of

agilent dmm utility which provides unlimited logging before i found a copy of the app from a fellow
user. 5ec8ef588b
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